Mechanical degradation of polyacrylamide at ultra high deformation rates during hydraulic fracturing†
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Degradation of drag reducer polyacrylamide under high volume hydraulic fracturing (HVHF) conditions alters its polymer size, distribution and chemical composition, potentially affecting the toxicity and treatability of the resulting wastewater. This study focused on a non-chemical pathway-mechanical degradation of polyacrylamide under ultra-high fluid strain conditions (~10⁷ s⁻¹) that uniquely exist during HVHF but has not yet been explored experimentally. PAM solutions were subjected to an abrupt contraction into a narrow capillary driven by a high-pressure precision pump (~10,000 psi). The change in polyacrylamide size distribution was evaluated by size exclusion chromatography. The peak polymer molecular weight (MW) after a single-pass through the capillary decreased from 10⁷ to 7 × 10⁵ Da at deformation rate \( \frac{V}{R} = 4 × 10^6 \text{s}^{-1} \). The extent of degradation increased with \( \frac{V}{R} \) approximately following an empirical scaling relationship of \( \text{MW} \sim \text{MW}_{0} \left( \frac{V}{R} \right)^{-1.69} \) for the polyacrylamide with an initial MW \( \approx 10^7 \) Da. Degraded PAM with lower MW (<10⁶ Da) showed minimal degradation during multiple flow passes even at high deformation rates, suggesting that most mechanical degradation occurs at the first entrance into the fracture. Relative to chemical degradation, mechanical degradation caused a narrowing of the MW distribution due to greater degradation of the larger MW polymers and preferential mid-chain polymer scission. In addition, we saw no detectable change in chemical composition during mechanical scission, in contrast to the generation of carbonyl groups during oxygenic radical induced chemical degradation. Combining both chemical and mechanical mechanisms during HVHF operation, we propose an initial mechanical breakage of polymer chain by fluid strain, followed by chemical degradation under the high temperature and appropriate mineralogical conditions. These findings provide critical information for understanding the nature of degradation byproducts from polyacrylamide, and the treatability of polyacrylamide fragment-containing wastewaters.

Water impact

Here we explore a non-chemical mechanism-mechanical degradation of polyacrylamide under ultrahigh shear rates unique to high volume hydraulic fracturing operations. The fundamental understanding enables us to estimate the extent and chemistry of degradation given geological and operational conditions. Such estimation will facilitate fracturing fluid chemists, well operators and regulators to manage chemical usage, characterize and treat fracturing wastewaters, and mitigate risks of environmental releases.

Introduction

The fate of hydraulic fracturing chemicals when injected into the deep subsurface is still poorly understood, yet they strongly impact the resulting wastewater quality and thus the possible environmental impact of accidental spills or storage pond leakages of wastewater. Chemical and biological transformations of these chemicals have been previously discussed; mechanical degradation is an additional pathway that could be of significant importance to high molecular weight (MW) polymer chemicals. During HVHF operations, fluids containing ultrahigh MW polyacrylamide...
(PAM) \((2 \times 10^7 \text{ Da})\) are pumped at high flow rates down through the wellbore and into tight shale formations, creating highly permeable fractures under high hydraulic pressure (up to 10,000 psi [ref. 4]). Long-chain PAM acts as a friction reducer, suppressing turbulent vorticities and thereby reducing pumping cost.\(^5\)\(^6\) Low levels of mechanical chain scission can occur under low strain rates \((<10^5 \text{ s}^{-1})\), similar to those encountered during flow through valves, pipes, and the wellbore, decreasing the polymer MW and lowering the degree of drag reduction.\(^7\)

Previous studies have demonstrated the loss in viscosity and drag reduction for dilute and semi-dilute PAM solutions due to chain rupture in both laminar and turbulent extensional flow, \(e.g.,\) upon flow into an abrupt or tapered contraction.\(^8\)\(^–\)\(^15\) PAM degradation has also been observed in porous media, but this might not be applied in the context of HVHF due to limited transport of hundred-nanometer size polymer coils into the nano- to micro-Darcy range pores in tight shale formations.\(^16\)\(^17\) Most studies have only focused on evaluating changes in viscosity, with no detailed information presented on the actual changes in polymer molecular size distribution and chemical composition.\(^18\)

However, the polymer molecular size distribution was found to be determined the fouling potential during wastewater treatment using microfiltration membranes;\(^19\) and chemical composition is critical in estimating the persistence, mobility and toxicity of degraded molecules in wastewater.\(^20\) Limited estimates of MW changes have been reported using the Mark–Houwink–Kakudara equation but the accuracy of this approach is questionable due to the large variation of the model coefficients with MW distribution, chemical structure, and the presence of solution impurities.\(^21\)

Capillary flow geometry has previously been utilized to study polymer degradation in reservoir flow,\(^10\)\(^22\) and can potentially better simulate hydraulically stimulated fracture flow. Such flow with an abrupt contraction entrance contains shear and extensional fluid component,\(^23\) both of which contribute to fluid stress but seem to play different roles in polymer scission. In particular, the extensional flow at such geometry is transient instead of quasi-steady state stagnant (as encountered in cross-slot geometry), under which coiled polymer chain only partially extend.\(^24\) Jouenne \textit{et al.}\(^22\) compared the extent of PAM degradation (determined from the change in viscosity) in a capillary constriction, porous media, and a blender. Degradation was found to be governed by the extensional flow at the capillary entrance instead of the wall shear inside the capillary tube, as data obtained with capillaries of different length showed the same degree of degradation when plotted in terms of the flow rate (and not the pressure drop). In addition, the extent of degradation increased with increasing time (in the blender) and with increasing number of passes (for flow into the capillary), approaching an asymptote after extended exposure/passes. Vanapalli \textit{et al.}\(^2\) developed a turbulence theory based scaling correlation that can be applied to a variety of flow geometries including abrupt contraction.

Such scaling correlation explains, in addition to extensional flow stress, scission of extended polymer chain is also likely caused by the fluid tension from velocity fluctuation at Kolmogorov scale of turbulence.\(^25\) However, these experiments were limited to very low shear rates \((<10^3 \text{ s}^{-1})\), with no information provided on the nature of the polymer breakage. Buchholz \textit{et al.}\(^26\) showed that scission of high MW polymers occurs preferentially near the chain mid-point and for larger MW species (in turbulent flow), leading to a decrease in polydispersity as determined by gel permeation (size exclusion) chromatography.\(^26\) During HVHF, flow through perforations/fractures during the initial fracture will create high levels of pressures and shear rates, likely creating strain rates well in excess of \(10^5 \text{ s}^{-1}\), a flow regime that has yet to be investigated for the mechanical degradation of PAM.

The objective of this study was to first examine the mechanical degradation of high MW PAM after flow through a sharp contraction into very narrow capillaries at the high pressures/shear rates that would be expected during the HVHF of tight shale formations. In each case, the degree of degradation was evaluated using the change in polymer MW distribution quantified by size exclusion chromatography both before and after flow through narrow capillaries. The MW distribution of degraded polymer was then used to establish a scaling relationship with the applied shear rates. Second, mechanical degradation was compared to chemical degradation of PAM under HVHF chemical conditions (high temperature, \(\text{mg L}^{-1}\) level \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\) at \(\text{pH} < 4\)) in terms of MW distribution and chemical functional groups of degraded polymer. Furthermore, sequential and combined degradation experiments by the two mechanisms were performed and the degree of degradation was quantified. The results presented here provides a holistic view of PAM degradation throughout the HVHF process by both chemical and mechanical mechanisms.

### Methods

#### Commercial PAM solution and analysis

PAM solutions were prepared at a concentration of 1.5% v/v using a commercial friction reducer formulation described previously.\(^27\) In order to prevent potential clogging, polymer solutions were prefilted through a Whatman® Grade 3 filter paper with a pore size of 6 \(\mu\text{m}\). The kinematic viscosity of this polymer solution was \(8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}\) as determined with a CANNON-Fenske viscometer (size 75, 20 °C). Original and degraded polymer solutions were analyzed by size exclusion chromatography using a method described previously.\(^27\) To further characterize the chemical structure change during mechanical degradation, attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) was performed using methods and procedures described previously.\(^27\) Raw fracturing fluid and flowback were dried on a hotplate at 50 °C into solid powder before analyses.
High-shear rate capillary flow set up

High shear rate capillary flow experiments were performed using the apparatus shown in Fig. S1A and B. The selected capillary diameters and applied pressures were chosen to provide a shear range of $10^5$–$10^7$ s$^{-1}$, simulating the high range of shear rates during HVHF that has not been investigated previously. To the best of our knowledge, these shear rates in actual HVHF operations have not been estimated previously in the literature, and we calculated shear rates within the range from $10^3$–$10^6$ s$^{-1}$ using eqn (S-11) and (S-12)$^\dagger$ and midrange literature values of operation and well specifics listed in Table S2.$^\dagger$ Note that we do not intend to use the capillary diameters and pressures in our experiments to simulate fracture or perforation diameters or net pressure (that drives fracture propagation), as only the resulting shear rates were used to build the scaling relationship for estimating polymer degradation.

This apparatus consists of a high precision metering pump (Quizix® Q5000-10 K, rated as 10 000 psi, 15 ml min$^{-1}$ max flow rate, Chandler Engineering), PEEKsil® capillary tubing (SGE analytical service by Trajan Scientific and Medical, Australia) connected by EXP® 2 titanium hybrid Ti-LOK ferrule (#15-20-04932, Optimize Technologies, OR) and standard reducing union (# ZRU21 T, VICI Valco® Instruments, TX); all parts were rated at a pressure of at least 15 000 psi. The capillary tubing had a polymer outer sheath (polyether ether ketone, PEEK), a polyimide layer in the middle, and a fused silica lining inside to provide very low adsorption characteristics. Experiments were performed with capillaries having inner-diameters of 50 and 75 μm, with an outer-diameter of 1.5875 mm (1/16”).

Experiments were conducted at constant flow rate (determined by timed collection of the outflow) with the pressure recorded using Quizix® PumpWorks software. Samples (20 mL) were collected from the system outflow (after pressure equilibration, roughly 10 min) for offline determination of the PAM MW distribution. Linearized flow rate and pressure data were plotted to calculate the power law fluid index $n$ and consistency factor $K$, which were then used to calculate shear rate, $\dot{\gamma}_v = \frac{3n + 1}{n} \frac{V}{R}$, where $V$ is the mean flow velocity and $R$ is the capillary radius. Characteristic strain rate that represents the extensional component was calculated as $\dot{\varepsilon} = 0.56 \frac{V}{R}$ that was previously developed for sharp-contraction capillary flow.$^{11}$ Thus, the shear rate and strain rate both have the same dependence on the fluid velocity and capillary radius in this system, making it very difficult to separate out the contributions of shear versus elongational flow on the extent of degradation. Therefore, we use $\nu/v$ as the independent variable to represent the overall deformation rate of the fluid under such geometry and was used to establish the scaling relationship between fluid strain rate and molecular weight reduction. Note that the both $\dot{\gamma}_v$ and $\dot{\varepsilon}$ are linearly proportional to $\nu/v$.

Chemical and mechanical degradation

The effects of simultaneous chemical and mechanical degradation were examined by heating the connecting tubes between the pump and the capillary with high-temperature heating tapes to achieve a temperature of 80 °C at the capillary entrance. The residence time in the connecting tube was ~3 min. Temperature was monitored by a surface thermometer (wrapped inside of the heating tape along the outer surface of the capillary) and by a portable digital thermometer that was used to measure the temperature of the fluid entering the capillary. The reservoir polymer solution was kept at room temperature to minimize chemical degradation prior to the flow contraction. Chemical degradation conditions were achieved by adding 200 mM Fe$^{2+}$ stock solution (dissolved in 0.2 M HCl) and 0.5 M HCl to the polymer solution to yield a final Fe$^{2+}$ concentration of 2 mg L$^{-1}$ and a pH of 3.5.$^2$ Experiments were performed in the following sequence: (1) polymer solution without Fe$^{2+}$ flow through a capillary (“Mech”); (2) polymer solution with Fe$^{2+}$ without capillary (“Chem”); (3) polymer solution with Fe$^{2+}$ flow through a capillary (“Chem + Mech”); (4) polymer solution without Fe$^{2+}$ first flowed through a capillary then Fe$^{2+}$ added (“Mech + Chem”). (5) Solution from experiment (4) flowed through a capillary again (“Mech + Chem + Mech”). All the experiments were performed in duplicate in single pass flow experiments.

Results and discussion

Impact of shear rate on degradation during single flow pass

Molecular size reduction of PAM after flow into the narrow capillaries (with deformation rates from $10^5$ to $4 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$, shear rate from $10^5$ to $10^7$ s$^{-1}$) was determined by size exclusion chromatography. The peak MW of PAM was largely unchanged after flow into the capillary at $\nu/v < 5 \times 10^5$ s$^{-1}$ (shear rates $\dot{\gamma}_v < 10^6$ s$^{-1}$), but there was more than one order of magnitude reduction in peak MW after flow into the capillary at a $\nu/v = 1.5 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$ (shear rate $\dot{\gamma}_v = 2 \times 10^7$ s$^{-1}$) (Fig. 1A). All shear rates were calculated using the power law fluid index $n = 1.008 \pm 0.025$ ($r = Ky^n$) determined from a log-log plot of pressure versus flow rate (Table S1). This value of $n$ suggests that the flow was nearly Newtonian at the very high shear rates examined in this work. In addition, the strength of extensional flow component was calculated as the characteristic strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon}$; the shear and strain rate of flow experiments with 75 μm capillary was presented in Table S1.$^\dagger$ The data for the peak MW for the 50 and 75 μm capillary diameters appeared to be very similar, although the same trend was also seen when plotting the peak MW versus the average flow velocity in the capillary as suggested by Jouenne et al.$^{21}$ The relationship between resulting MW with $\nu/v$ was plotted on a log-log graph, suggesting a correlation of the form:

$$\text{MW} \propto \frac{V}{R}^{-0.69},$$

(1)
although this result is specific for the large MW PAM examined in this study. The power law relationship for shear rate and characteristic strain rate is same as $V/R$ (e.g., $MW \propto \varepsilon^{-0.69}$). Similar power-law relationships have been reported for polystyrene solution in transient abrupt contraction flow, polyethylene oxide and polyacrylamide solution in turbulent pipe flow, where the scaling exponent was found to range between 0.36–1. Such correlation reflects the critical fluid strength that is needed for chain rupture under specific flow geometry. This can be better seen in Fig. 1B, which is re-plotted using the data in Fig. 1A as the percent degradation, defined as the reduction in the peak MW divided by the initial MW. There was no degradation for the experiments with $V/R$ below $10^5$ s$^{-1}$, suggesting that there is a critical fluid strain (or stress) needed to initiate the scission of the polymer chain. The percent degradation drastically increased after flow into capillaries at high deformation rates (Fig. 1B), as evident from the size exclusion chromatographs (Fig. 1C). In addition, the breadth of the MW distribution decreased after mechanical degradation, consistent with the preferential scission of the larger MW species near the middle of the polymer chain.

Degradation during multiple flow passes

Branched fractures are likely to form during hydraulic fracture propagation, introducing polymer to multiple flow events into narrow fractures. To investigate the effects of multiple exposure of PAM to high deformation rates, we conducted multiple cycles of mechanical degradation. The polymer solution was collected from the outlet of the 75 μm capillary and then pumped through the capillary again, with this process repeated 20 times. The measured peak MW for each pass through the capillary (at a $V/R$ of $1.2 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$) is shown in Fig. 2A. Most of the degradation (~90%) occurred during the first pass, with a small decrease in peak MW after each of the repeated pump passes. The final peak MW after 20 pump passes was $7 \times 10^5$ Da compared to the initial value of $10^7$ Da. Note that no change in MW was observed in the control experiment where the polymer solution was passed repeatedly through the pump, tubing, and fittings but without the capillary/constriction. Re-plotting the data as the percent degradation as a function of the inlet (feed) MW (Fig. 2B) highlights the presence of a critical polymer size ($MW \approx 7 \times 10^5$ Da) below which there is no further degradation under these conditions (corresponding to a $V/R$ of $1.2 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$).
Our data demonstrate that a stronger extensional flow (corresponding to a higher capillary deformation rate) is required to break a shorter polymer chain (low MW), which is consistent with previous studies suggesting a critical (minimum) polymer size for chain scission under given flow conditions. It was suggested that a larger polymer chain is more likely to be deformed under strain due to 1) decreased molecular mobility (characterized by relaxation time), 2) a higher capacity of storing elastic energy by strain accumulation. This further highlights the importance of the power law scaling relationship under such flow regime \( (\text{MW} \propto \frac{V^{0.69}}{R}) \). As a result, the highest level of reduction in both the peak MW and polydispersity occurs at the first passage of the polymer through the highly contracting capillary (Fig. 2C), which is likely to reflect the degradation during the fracture initiation phase during HVHF operations. Subsequent flow through the fracture, including entrance to branched fractures, are likely to have lower shear rates due to pressure loss and leak off during fracture flow; thus, the subsequent degradation would be much less than the breakage seen during the entrance to the initial fracture.

**Chemical versus mechanical degradation**

Deep subsurface conditions during hydraulic fracturing provide a unique environment where PAM can undergo significant chemical degradation due to the presence of oxygenic free radicals. Therefore, an additional series of experiments was performed with the PAM solution mixed with 2 mg L\(^{-1}\) Fe\(^{2+}\) (pH 3.5, 8 ppm dissolved oxygen) at a temperature of 80 °C, and single pass through capillary flow at a \( V/R \) of 1.2 \times 10\(^{-6} \) s\(^{-1}\), to evaluate the effects of chemical and mechanical degradation, both separately and in combination (Fig. 3A). Chemical degradation alone caused a 1.7-fold reduction in MW compared to the more than 3-fold reduction due to mechanical degradation alone, although previous studies have demonstrated that there will be significantly more chemical degradation after longer time exposure (>24 h) to the oxygen radicals at these low pH conditions. The combination of mechanical and chemical degradation caused more than a 4-fold reduction in MW, with the final MW being slightly smaller when the mechanical degradation was followed by chemical degradation. For example, chemical degradation first led to a reduction in MW to 5 \times 10\(^6\) Da, with the capillary flow degrading the polymer further to MW = 2.0 \times 10\(^6\) Da compared to a final MW of 1.7 \times 10\(^6\) Da for mechanical followed by chemical degradation.

The differences in chemical and mechanical degradation were further studied using attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Mechanically degraded PAM had a similar FTIR spectrum as compared to the original polymer. In comparison, the chemically degraded polymer showed a distinct signal associated with the carbonyl group (peak at 1720 cm\(^{-1}\) in Fig. 3B). The carbonyl group generated during chemical degradation is due to the \( \beta \)-scission of peroxy polymer radicals subsequent to the oxygen radical attack on the polymer chain, a phenomenon that does not occur during the C–C bond breakage by mechanical forces.

The polydispersity index (PDI) of the PAM decreased significantly after either mechanical or chemical degradation (Fig. 3C). The PDI for each polymer was calculated as the ratio of the weight average molecular weight (MW) to the number average molecular weight (\(M_n\)) as determined from the size exclusion chromatographs using appropriate calibration curves (created with PAM standards having a range of molecular weights). We selected a chromatograph from a previous study of chemical degradation\(^{27}\) with similar peak MW to better visualize the PDI comparison for the various degradation mechanisms. Mechanical degradation

---

**Fig. 3** A) Effect of mechanical and chemical degradation on PAM. “Mech” indicates solution with just polymer that passes through a 75 μm capillary at a \( V/R \) of 1.2 \times 10\(^{-6} \) s\(^{-1}\); all the samples with “Chem” indicate solutions of polymer mixed with 2 ppm Fe\(^{2+}\) at a pH 3.5. The order of “Mech” and “Chem” indicates the order of the experiment. B) FTIR spectra of raw, chemically, mechanically, and combined degraded polymer shows an increase in the carbonyl groups only after chemical degradation (arrows). (C) Chromatographs of raw, mechanically, and chemically degraded polymer with similar peak MW suggest a stronger PDI-narrowing capability of mechanical degradation. The chromatograph of the chemically degraded polymer was extracted from a previous study where the polymer was degraded for 14 h in the presence of outcrop shale at 80 °C.\(^{27}\)
led to a narrower molecular weight distribution (smaller PDI in Fig. 3C) compared to chemical degradation, consistent with the physical picture that mechanical forces lead to the preferential breakage of the larger MW polymers near the midpoint of the chain.26 In contrast, chemically generated free radicals are likely to attack randomly along the entire polymer chain length, irrespective of the initial polymer MW. Mechanical degradation is less effective in reducing the peak MW when it follows chemical degradation since much of the chemically-degraded PAM will have low MW (below the critical MW for polymer chain scission) and will thus be unaffected by the extensional flow. In contrast, chemical degradation will be highly effective in further degrading the PAM that has already been subjected to the extensional flow. Note that previous studies of chemical degradation yielded PAM with peak MW below 2 × 10^5 Da after 24 h exposure to Fe^{2+}-generated hydroxyl radicals at low pH and high temperatures,20 which is well below the lowest MW seen in this study after multiple sequential mechanical degradation events.

**Engineering implications**

Here we further describe the flow events and calculate the shear rate (as a representation of the fluid strength) range during an actual HVHF operation, in order to estimate the degree of mechanical degradation of PAM using the scaling relationship developed in this work. During the fracture initiation phase, polymer fluid is vigorously pumped through millimeter size perforations in the shale formation. We estimated the shear rate of flow through perforations with 0.005–0.02 m diameter and 0.2–1.0 m depth at a pumping rate of 55 bbl min⁻¹ and net pressure of 200–2000 psi (note that the net pressure is the difference between wellbore pressure and in situ horizontal stress of shale). The associated literature values, assumptions, and equations are presented in Table S2.† Simply flowing through the perforation yields a maximum shear rate of 10^5 to 10^8 s⁻¹ (Table S3†), which is comparable to the shear rates/extensional flow rates encountered in the capillaries used in this study. The maximum shear rate of 10^8 s⁻¹ can result in significant PAM degradation, resulting in a peak MW of <10^5 Da, according to the scaling relationship of MW ∝ s⁻¹.069 established here.

In addition, shale formations with high ferrous-bearing minerals can utilize oxygen in the fluid to generate oxygenic radicals that can cause further chemical degradation of PAM. Combined chemical and mechanical degradation results also suggest distinct features of the two mechanisms which suggests that each mechanism is likely to dominate at different stages of fracturing events. Mechanical degradation is likely to be dominant at the entrance of fracture when polymer MW is still high (above critical chain length for scission) and chemical degradation is not fast enough to occur (milli-second for mechanical degradation versus minute to hour for chemical degradation). Once inside the fracture, mechanically degraded polymer chains are likely to be chemically degraded, where chain scission occurs randomly along the polymer chain, generating carbonyl groups via β-scission that are absent in both the raw and mechanically degraded polymer.

**Conclusion**

For the first time, we have quantified the significant MW reduction of polyacrylamide by mechanical degradation mechanism under high shear rate conditions (v_R ∝ 10^5−10^7 s⁻¹; V_R ∝ 10^5−4 × 10^6) unique to HVHF operations. Log-log scaling relationship between final MW of polyacrylamide and fluid deformation rate was developed (MW ∝ V_R^(-0.69)). This relationship enables the estimation of the maximal three orders of magnitude of MW reduction (with a starting MW of 10^7 Da) under a shear rate of 10^8 s⁻¹. Mechanical degradation leads to a decrease in polydispersity of PAM suggesting preferred scission at mid-chain compared to random chain scission of chemical degradation. Furthermore, mechanically degraded PAM is chemically similar to un-degraded PAM, compared to carbonyl group generation during chemical degradation by β-scission of oxyl radicals. The combination of mechanical and chemical degradation introduces PAM with a wide range of MW distribution in the wastewater. Largely degraded polymer can contribute significantly to the polar organic fraction in the wastewater and enhance the likelihood of releasing hazardous acrylamide monomer into the environment. Polymer debris with low degree of degradation can significantly increase the fouling potential during the membrane treatment of the resulting wastewater. This work provides mechanistic insights into the unique transformation pathway of polyacrylamide in the deep subsurface and justify the need for more detailed chemical and toxicological analyses of degraded polymer products in HVHF wastewaters.
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